Abraham-Moses transformations, besides Darboux transformations, are well-known procedures to generate extensions of solvable potentials in one-dimensional quantum mechanics. Here we present the explicit forms of infinitely many seed solutions for adding eigenstates at arbitrary real energy through the Abraham-Moses transformations for typical solvable potentials, e.g. the radial oscillator, the Darboux-Pöschl-Teller and some others. These seed solutions are simple generalisations of the virtual state wavefunctions, which are obtained from the eigenfunctions by discrete symmetries of the potentials. The virtual state wavefunctions have been an essential ingredient for constructing multi-indexed Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials through multiple Darboux-Crum transformations. In contrast to the Darboux transformations, the virtual state wavefunctions generate non-polynomial extensions of solvable potentials through the Abraham-Moses transformations.
Introduction
In order to extend solvable potentials in one-dimensional quantum mechanics [1, 2, 3] , two methods are well-known; the Darboux transformation [4, 5] and the Abraham-Moses transformation [6] . The latter, about 30 years old, does not seem to have been well exploited compared with the former, which is known for about 120 years and has seen remarkable developments brought about by the multi-indexed orthogonal polynomials [7, 8] and the exceptional orthogonal polynomials [9] - [15] generated in terms of seed solutions called virtual state wavefunctions. They are obtained from the eigenfunctions by the discrete symmetries of the Hamiltonian [7] .
In this paper, we assert that these virtual state wavefunctions and their generalisations can also be used for the Abraham-Moses transformations for adding finitely many eigenstates at arbitrary real energy. We present the explicit forms of various seed solutions for typical solvable potentials; the radial oscillator, the Darboux-Pöschl-Teller potential and some others. These will bring immensely rich applications of the Abraham-Moses transformations.
The harmonic oscillator potential has been discussed in the original paper [6] and in many others [16] - [20] .
Historically, the Abraham-Moses transformations have been introduced and discussed in connection with the formulation of the inverse scattering theory [21] . However, like the Darboux transformations, as a map relating one Hamiltonian system to another including the proper solutions, the Abraham-Moses transformations can be formulated totally algebraically, without recourse to the inverse scattering theory, so long as the boundary conditions of various solutions are well specified. The key idea, as stressed by many authors, is that the Wronskian of two solutions W[ϕ, ψ] can be expressed as an integral from one boundary (2.24); an essential ingredient of the Abraham-Moses transformations.
The present paper is organised as follows. In section two, the basic formulas of the Abraham-Moses transformations are recapitulated for introducing necessary notation and for self-containedness. They are presented algebraically, without making use of the inverse scattering theory formulation. Starting from one state adding transformation in § 2.1, the multiple sates addition formulas are given in § 2.2. The multiple states adding process, starting from a set of M non-normalisable seed solutions {ϕ j } and ending up as many orthonormal vectors (ϕ 
Multiple Abraham-Moses Transformations
Here we first recapitulate the essence of the Abraham-Moses transformations [6] for adding one bound state with an arbitrary real energy in § 2.1. By repeating the one state additions, the multiple Abraham-Moses transformations are realised in § 2.2. We briefly discuss one and multiple state deletions in § 2.3. The addition and deletion are shown to be the inverse processes of each other. The other properties are discussed in § 2.4.
In contrast to the original and most of the subsequent publications on the AbrahamMoses transformations [6, 18, 16] , our derivations are purely algebraic without recourse to the inverse scattering method [21] . This is partly because some important quantum mechanical systems are defined in finite intervals, for which the inverse scattering method is inadequate. The main reason is the clarity of the presentation. Like the Darboux-Crum transformations [4, 5, 22] , most salient features of the Abraham-Moses transformations can be better understood algebraically.
The starting point is the general quantum mechanics in one dimension defined in an interval x 1 < x < x 2 with a smooth potential U(x) ∈ R. The system has an infinite (or a finite) number of discrete eigenstates. For simplicity we assume vanishing groundstate energy:
1)
In quantum mechanics, another requirement is built in. That is, the momentum operator
) must be hermitian. This simply means that the boundary terms in partial integration should vanish. We require the following boundary conditions on the eigenfunctions:
An appropriate modification is needed when x 2 = +∞ and/or x 1 = −∞. Throughout this paper we adopt the convention that all the wavefunctions are real. We will not discuss the scattering state wavefunctions.
Let {ϕ j (x),Ẽ j } (j = 1, 2, . . . , M) be distinct solutions of the original Schrödinger equation (2.1): 5) to be called seed solutions. In this paper we consider such seed solutions that are square non-integrable at one boundary:
Type I : lim
Type II :
Of course this means that ϕ j (x) is square integrable at x 1 for type I and at x 2 for type II [17] . It should be stressed that there is no type I or type II seed solution belonging to the spectrum of the Hamiltonian {E n } (n = 0, 1, . . .), because of the uniqueness of the solutions of the Schrödinger equation.
One state addition
Let us introduce the Abraham-Moses transformations for adding one bound state by using a seed solution with an arbitrary real energy. For simplicity of the presentation, we will restrict ourselves to utilise the type I seed solutions only. We will comment on the use of the type II and both I and II in § 2.4. For a pair of real functions f and g, which are square integrable at the lower boundary, let us introduce a new function f, g by integration:
For a seed solution, say ϕ 1 , with the energyẼ 1 , an Abraham-Moses transformation for adding one bound state with the energyẼ 1 , is defined as follows: 10) or simply
Here ψ is an arbitrary smooth function of x ∈ (x 1 , x 2 ) and ϕ 1 , ψ must be well defined at the lower boundary x 1 . We have the following: 
Then the function ψ (1) (2.11) satisfies the deformed Schrödinger equation with the same energy:
13)
14)
The eigenfunctions are mapped to eigenfunctions with the same norm
together with the newly created eigenfunction ϕ
1 , which has a unit norm:
It should be stressed that the seed solution ϕ 1 is not square integrable (ϕ 1 , ϕ 1 ) = ∞ and its overall scale is immaterial. The normalisation part of the Proposition is a simple consequence of the transformation form (2.11). The transformed seed solution has the form:
By integrating the above expression from x 1 to x 2 , we obtain (ϕ
1 , ϕ
Likewise we have
for arbitrary smooth functions f and g with well-defined ϕ 1 , f and ϕ 1 , g . Taking f = φ n , g = φ m and integrating from x 1 to x, we obtain
At the upper boundary x = x 2 , we obtain (2.15). The other orthogonality relation (φ
1 ) = 0 (2.16) can be shown in a similar way. 20) which simplifies the expression of the deformed potential
Next we note (f
Then it is straightforward to show the deformed Schrödinger equation for ϕ
1 :
The deformed Schrödinger equation for ψ (1) can be shown as follows:
because of the boundary conditions (2.4), (2.6) and (2.12). This proves the deformed Schrödinger equation for ψ (1) .
There is one important exceptional situation when E =Ẽ 1 , i.e. at the newly added eigenenergy level. In this case,
1 ) and ψ (1) is no longer a solution of the deformed Schrödinger equation.
Multiple states addition
It is now obvious that the new Hamiltonian H (1) has the eigenspectrum {Ẽ 1 , E n }, and the corresponding eigenfunctions {ϕ
n } (n = 0, 1, . . .), together with the seed solution {ϕ 
This step can go on as many as the number of the prepared seed solutions, so long as the seed functions satisfy the boundary conditions. Let us use the M seed solutions {ϕ j } (2.5)
in the order j = 1, 2, . . . , M. At the K-th step, the transformation reads:
together with the orthogonality conditions of the eigenfunctions 35) provided that all the intermediate seed solutions satisfy the boundary conditions.
n } (2.11) and {ϕ
1 } (2.16) have these forms. It is rather amusing to verify M = 2 formulas. From (2.19), we obtain
which means that
This proves the potential formula for U (2) . Likewise (2.19) gives
This gives an explicit expression of the eigenfunction φ
n as a linear combination of terms
It is indeed trivial to verify that the coefficient of the term −ϕ j ϕ k , φ n det(F 2 ) −1 is the co-factor of the matrix element (F 2 ) j k (j, k = 1, 2). This proves the eigenfunction formula (2.34) for M = 2. The added eigenfunction formula (2.35) for M = 2 can be verified in a similar manner.
In order to prove Proposition 2.2 inductively, we need the following Lemma, with the
The Lemma can be proven elementarily by using the cofactor expansion theorem once or twice.
Lemma 2.3 For an arbitrary regular matrix
A n = (a j k ) 1≤j,k≤n and its regular submatrix
the following relations hold
Supposing Proposition 2.2 is true up to K − 1, we will show that it is true for K. For an arbitrary smooth function f with well-defined ϕ j , f , the (K − 1)-th transformed function
For such f and g, we have
where we have used
Thus we obtain
The transformation is generated by ϕ
and (2.43) leads to
In the second equality, Lemma (i) and (i ′ ) are used. This proves the change of the potentials (2.33) of Proposition 2.2.
Here we introduce a simplifying notation
The Abraham-Moses transformation on ϕ
By (2.43), the numerator on the right hand side can be evaluated:
By Lemma (ii) and (iii) we arrive at
For j = K, we obtain directly from (2.47),
which gives the desired result through Lemma (i) and (ii ′ ),
We apply the Abraham-Moses transformation to φ (K−1) n by using the above seed solution:
From (2.43), we have
We obtain, by using Lemma,
This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.2.
It is rather easy to show the orthonormality (2. 
One state deletion
Deleting multiple eigenstates by Darboux transformation is well established by Krein-Adler [22] . By choosing a subset of the original eigenfunctions (2.1)-(2.4) specified by D =
, the deleted system is given by the ratio of Wronskians:
In order to guarantee the non-singularity of the potential and the positive definiteness of the norm, the deleted levels must satisfy the conditions [22] : 
53)
54)
n , (2.55)
The norms of the eigenfunctions are preserved except for φ (1) d , which becomes non-square integrable. Thus the eigenstate φ d is deleted:
(2.57)
The transformation φ d → φ The fact that the norm of the eigenfunction to be deleted, φ d , is strictly restricted to unity can be understood easily when we consider that the deletion is indeed the inverse process of the addition, in which all the newly added eigenstates have unit norm, and vice versa.
Let us first add an eigenfunction ϕ 
n ,
It is elementary to show (cf. (2.17), (2.19))
These lead, as expected, to:
Next we work in the opposite direction. We first delete a unit norm eigenstate φ d ,
d , which is not square integrable, (φ
d ) = ∞. Then we add an eigenstate by using the seed solution φ
It is again elementary to show
At the end of this subsection let us present the formulas of multiple eigenstates deletion
. . , M, in this order: 
Comments on Abraham-Moses transformations
Here are some comments on various aspects of the Abraham-Moses transformations. As for the seed solutions for adding eigenstates (2.5), we have not specified the overall scale of these functions, since there is no standard way of fixing the scale of such non square integrable functions. The very fact that the obtained eigenfunctions have unit norms is independent of such overall scales. As stressed in Abraham-Moses paper [6] , one could use one of the original eigenfunctions, φ a with energy E a , as a seed solution. In this case,
is still an eigenfunction with energy E a . Its norm is changed to
a ) = (φ a , φ a )/(1 + (φ a , φ a )). As for the type II seed solutions (2.7) [17] , we have to change the definition of the function f, g (x) as follows:
Then all the formulas in this section are also true when the type II seed solutions only are used.
It is definitely true that one can apply the state adding Abraham-Moses transformations in terms of both type I and II seed solutions in any order, if seed solutions of one type remain seed solutions after transformations by the other type. This depends on the explicit forms of the seed solutions. Let us consider a seed solution ϕ 2 of type II after the transformation by a seed solution ϕ 1 of type I:
By construction ϕ 
Next we perform a second Darboux transformation in terms of a particular solution of H [1] :
64)
Since ψ and ϕ satisfy the boundary conditions (2.4) and (2.6), the Wronskian W[ϕ, ψ] can be expressed in terms of an integral W[ϕ, ψ] = (Ẽ − E) ϕ, ψ as in (2.24). Thus we arrive at the one state adding Abraham-Moses transformation (2.11)
Instead of a seed solution (ϕ,Ẽ), an eigenstate ( 
Generalised Virtual State Wavefunctions
Here we present the explicit forms of various seed solutions for some exactly solvable poten- Hamiltonian, these virtual state wavefunctions are of polynomial character and their energies are discretised and negative by restricting the ranges of their degrees. They have been indispensable for the construction of the 'multi-indexed Jacobi and Laguerre polynomials' [7] including various exceptional orthogonal polynomials as the simplest cases [11] - [15] . Since the negative energy condition is irrelevant, these virtual state wavefunctions of type I and II, without any restrictions to their degrees, are bona fide seed solutions for Abraham-Moses transformations, easiest to use in practical applications.
In order to construct seed solutions of arbitrary real energies, we generalise the polynomial type virtual state wavefunctions as well as the eigenfunctions to hypergeometric functions ( 2 F 1 and 1 F 1 ) type, by making the degree of polynomial type solutions to be a continuous real number. This has been done in our previous paper [25] . See also [26] . For the DarbouxPöschl-Teller potential, we also report another genre of real seed solutions corresponding to 'complex degrees'.
Radial oscillator and Darboux-Pöschl-Teller potentials
We first recapitulate the known virtual state wavefunctions of type I and II of the Hamiltonian systems with the radial oscillator and Darboux-Pöschl-Teller potentials. The potentials are
: L
in which L and J stand for the names of their eigenfunctions, the Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials. The parameter ranges are consistent with the restrictions for the eigenfunctions (2.4) and for the seed solutions (2.6), (2.7). The eigenfunctions are factorised into the groundstate eigenfunction and the polynomial in a functions η = η(x), called sinusoidal coordinate [3, 27] : 2) in which λ stands for the parameters, g for L and (g, h) for J. Their explicit forms are
), (3.3)
, (3.4) in which h n is the normalisation constant of the norm introduced in (2.3).
It is obvious that the above potential (3.1) without the constant term (−(1+2g) for L and
The Hamiltonian for L without the constant term changes the sign under x → ix. These are the discrete symmetry transformations mapping the above eigenfunctions to seed solutions of type I and II, which are again polynomial solutions. The virtual states wavefunctions for L are:
The virtual states wavefunctions for J are:
J2 :φ
Due to the parity property of the Jacobi polynomial P 
(3.9)
These are consistent with the interpretation that Abraham-Moses transformations can be understood as special two-step Darboux transformations. This also means that the total number of addable eigenstates is limited when using the above J1, J2 and L2 seed solutions.
As stressed in [10] , the L1 case is obtained from J1 by the confluence limit, h → ∞. Thus their boundary conditions are not affected by each Abraham-Moses transformation and the L1 virtual state wavefunctions can be used as many as wanted.
These known virtual state wavefunctions are all of polynomial type and their energies E v take only discretised values for integer v, which is the degree of the polynomial. In the next subsection, we generalise the virtual state wavefunctions to take arbitrary real energies.
It should be easy for each explicit example of seed solutions to calculate the change of the boundary parameters as above.
generalised virtual state wavefunctions
The strategy for the generalisation is quite simple, as shown in [25] for the type I cases.
We rewrite the Laguerre and Jacobi polynomials in terms of (confluent) hypergeometric functions:
The expressions in terms of (confluent) hypergeometric functions are valid for any complex number n and satisfy the Laguerre and Jacobi's differential equation, respectively. Since the overall scale of the seed solutions is irrelevant, we will drop the overall factors. The non-polynomial forms of the seed solutions valid for a real number v (v ∈ R, v ∈ Z ≥0 ) are
The energy formulas (3.5)-(3.8) are now valid for any real number v. By using the Kummer's transformation formulas, 17) they can be rewritten [25] . For example,
The same procedure, polynomials to (confluent) hypergeometric series, can be applied to the eigenfunctions to obtain another type of L1, J1 and J2 seed solutions (v ∈ R, v ∈ Z ≥0 ) : For g −1 < v < g −1 + √ µ (v ∈ Z ≥0 ), the above wavefunctions become type II seed solutions [29, 24] .
Coulomb potential plus the centrifugal barrier has infinitely many discrete eigenstates in the specified parameter range:
U(x; g) = g(g − 1)
2g+2 4 n! Γ(2g + n).
The discrete symmetry g ↔ 1 − g generates the type II seed solutions v > g − 1 (v ∈ Z ≥0 ), [31] :φ v (x; g) = e It is also possible to generalise the degree n or v to a real number (or certain complex number with real energy) in the above overshoot eigenfunctions or those wavefunctions obtained by discrete symmetry.
Summary and discussions
In order to carry out the program of Abraham-Moses [6] It would be a good challenge to formulate the difference equation analogues of AbrahamMoses transformations. The theory of difference Schrödinger equations is now well developed as 'discrete quantum mechanics' [32] , and most of the orthogonal polynomials of Askey scheme [33, 34] , e.g. the Askey-Wilson and the q-Racah polynomials, are the eigenfunctions of various solvable models [35, 36] . The discrete analogues of various methods and results of quantum mechanics, including the Heisenberg equation of motion [27] , the Darboux transformations [37, 38] , and the multi-indexed Askey-Wilson and q-Racah polynomials [39, 40] are already established.
